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All about
animal bylaws

Home and city
accessibility

CEO Kevin Marshman to retire next March
TCHC CEO Kevin Marshman has announced he will be retiring in March
2021. Since becoming CEO in April 2019, Kevin has been dedicated to
strengthening service delivery across the company to meet the needs
of tenants.

.

The process to hire the next CEO has already begun, and should be
completed by early 2021. Kevin will remain as CEO until then and help
with a smooth transition.
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Solutions: working to resolve complaints
If you have a complaint about service or the conduct of a fellow tenant, you can
contact the Solutions team at Toronto Community Housing. Solutions manages
TCHC’s complaints process, working to quickly resolve tenant complaints in
a fair, efficient and transparent manner. The Solutions team also works to
continuously improve service quality.

1. Report
If you are not satisfied with the outcome
of a service request you made to local
staff or the Client Care Centre,
contact our Solutions team at
solutions@torontohousing.ca or
416-981-6000.

2. Investigation

1

The Solutions team will confirm they
have received your complaint within one
business day. To investigate the issue, they
will use the EasyTrac number given to you
when you made the service request.

3. Resolution
The Solutions team will provide a written
response within seven business days
about what has been done to resolve your
complaint. In cases where it will take longer
than seven days, Solutions will advise you
of an update on your complaint.
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If you disagree with the Solutions team’s decision, you have the option of
contacting Ombudsman Toronto (ombudsman@toronto.ca or 416-392-7062).
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R-PATH makes
your home
and city
accessible
Brought to you by the
R-PATH Committee

▲ Members of R-PATH meet with Mayor John Tory

What’s the point of living in an
apartment building that is accessible
if you can’t enjoy the world past your
front door?
The R-PATH Committee works with Toronto
Community Housing management to
make your homes and communities
more accessible to tenants with physical
disabilities. This team created the
Toronto Community Housing Corporation
Accessibility Build Standards (TCHCABS)
that make new buildings and modifications
in TCHC more usable for all.
But R-PATH wants to do more!
We met with Mayor John Tory about making
Toronto more accessible. He asked us to
review City Hall and report on what could
be done to make it more accessible. At the
request of the Mayor, we are assessing other
City buildings where our expertise will have
the most impact for public use.
4

We are also working with the City to
incorporate the TCHCABS into the Toronto
Accessibility Design Guidelines for
residential spaces. It’s anticipated to go
before Council by the end of the year.
In early June, the Mayor announced Café TO.
The announcement was unclear about how
this program would make sure sidewalks
would continue to be accessible. R-PATH
immediately wrote the Mayor to clarify
how this would be protected. The Mayor’s
Office confirmed that the program will
follow provincial accessibility requirements,
including a clear path of travel.

.

Visit the R-PATH Committee’s Facebook page
at facebook.com/RPathCommittee to learn
more about R-PATH’s work to make the City
of Toronto more accessible.

How to cook safely this summer
More of us are cooking at home this summer due to COVID-19, and cooking
is still one of the top three causes of home fires in our communities. Here are
some quick tips that can help you prevent cooking fires at home:
Keep the cooking area free of anything that can burn.

Keep your oven, stovetop and toaster free of spills.

Keep children away from cooking areas at all times.

Never leave your stove unattended while cooking.

Plug kitchen appliances directly into a wall outlet.

Physical distancing during fire alarms
If you decide to evacuate the building during a fire alarm, you should maintain
physical distancing as safely and as often as possible to minimize the possible
spread of COVID-19. Keep these tips in mind to evacuate the building safely:

.

• Maintain two metres (six feet) of physical

Visit torontohousing.ca/firesafety for more
information.

distance from others whenever possible,
especially first responders.

• Stay away from emergency vehicles.
• Once you’re outside of the building, keep
clear of all walkways, entrances and exits.

• Always follow the fire emergency
procedures for your building.
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Meals to

help heal

It’s hard to see it under the mask, but
Gordonridge tenant Nichola Bynoe is
smiling. Another hot meal delivered
to an isolated tenant in need means
another victory in the fight against
COVID-19.
The emergency lockdown has had an
enormous impact on the lives of TCHC
tenants. As they look after their health
during the pandemic, many are not free to
grocery shop as they once did, particularly
those who are self-isolating. Enter Ethnic
Delights Express Catering.

neighbours in need during the pandemic.
Volunteer chefs prepare quick, delicious
and nutritious dishes like chicken, rice
and peas, and fresh vegetables. The meals
are then delivered by a team of teenage
volunteers from buildings in the surrounding
area. Wearing masks and gloves provided
by TCHC, they deliver the food to tenants in
isolation, many of whom are seniors who
don’t want to leave their units because they
are categorized as high-risk for COVID-19.

“We saw tenants in need and we
realized that this was the thing we
needed to do.”
This meal delivery is something the teens
really enjoy doing. “As teenagers living in a
TCHC building it’s not every day you get an
experience to help out fellow tenants and
it’s quite inspiring,” said one volunteer.

Founded by Nichola and three other tenants
eight years ago, Ethnic Delights is a Toronto
Community Housing tenant-run cooperative
that normally supplies food for summer
camps and community meetings. They use
the profits to support programs organized by
the Gordonridge Action Committee.
Given the absence of those programs right
now, the group made a decision to channel
all profits from recent catering to feed
6

▲ Meals ready to be shipped to tenants

According to Nichola, the transition was
a natural one. “We were already feeding
tenants anyway, so we all thought of
the idea together to help out during the
pandemic,” she said. “We had a group chat,
we saw tenants in need and we realized that
this was a thing we needed to do.”

And we’re
so glad they
did. To date,
Ethnic Delights
Express has
donated over
1,500 meals
to tenants
Ethnic Delights Express began as a simple
in need,
idea which has transformed over time into a and they’re
valuable community resource.
showing
no signs of
“When a tenant gives back to a tenant, slowing down.
▲ Nichola’s son Isaiah
it fosters a sense of community pride.” Nichola is quick
helps with a delivery
to point out,
Originally, it was a way for tenants to help
however, that while people are inclined to
out with financing for their children’s
associate her name with the Ethnic Delights
summer programs and grew from there.
brand, it’s the strength and commitment of
“We started fundraising to pay for the bus
the tenant volunteers and the support of the
to send the kids to a water park in the
tenant community that drives it and gives it
summer,” said Nichola, who has lived in
purpose.
the Gordonridge community for over 15
years. “To get the money for that, we held
“The most rewarding part of this initiative
a bake sale. Then we’d come up with other
is knowing that you’re waking up to do
small initiatives—community barbeques
something really good to help the tenants
and holiday parties—to send the kids on
in need,” she said. “When a tenant gives
other trips. Eventually, due to an extremely
back to a tenant it fosters a sense of
positive response from our fellow tenants,
community pride.”
we started to do a hot Friday lunch that
became a community staple.”
In times like these, that kind of
positive attitude would bring a smile to
The group started helping out tenants in
anyone’s face.
other TCHC buildings nearby, and after
receiving a lot of positive feedback from
If you’re a tenant in need or if you’d like to
tenants because of their work helping out
volunteer, you can contact Ethnic Delights
the community, they eventually approached Express by emailing
TCHC to formalize a relationship for food at
info@ethnicdelightsexpress.com or by
tenant meetings and other events, becoming calling (416) 828-6895.
an approved vendor.

.
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Summer contest:
How do you stay connected?

It hasn’t been easy for many of us to maintain relationships with our friends,
family and neighbours due to social isolation and physical distancing. To
help overcome this challenge, people are getting creative with ways to stay
connected to each other, and trying out new things.
Please tell us, in 50-100 words, about some of the methods you’ve used to reach out to
people during the lockdown. It can be something as simple as a regular phone call, or even
chatting with a fellow tenant across a balcony.
One entry will be chosen at random and will receive a pre-loaded Sparkle gift card with a
$50 value. They may also be featured in the next issue of Tenant LOOP. This contest is only
open to tenants of Toronto Community Housing.

Contest entries can be sent via:
• Email to TenantLOOP@torontohousing.ca
• Direct message to our Facebook page at facebook.com/TorontoCommunityHousing

.

• Mail to 931 Yonge St., 7th floor, Toronto, ON M4W 2H2 (Attn: Tenant LOOP)
Please send your entries by Friday August 28, 2020. We’d love to hear about how you’re
keeping yourselves in the LOOP!

Congratulations to Patricia, Nur and Nancy, the
winners of our Celebrating Volunteers contest from the
Spring issue. You all had great stories about pitching
in and helping your communities.
The winners will each be receiving a TCHC-branded
water bottle to help quench their thirst on hot summer
days.
8

If you need help, we are here
Call 416-981-5500 or email help@torontohousing.ca at any time to talk to a Client Care
agent.
During the COVID-19 emergency, Toronto Community Housing staff are at work in our
buildings and offices delivering essential services. You can reach us 24-7 through the
Client Care Centre:

.

• If you are self-isolating and need help with daily living needs (food and medicine).
• To request repairs, ask a question about your tenancy or check what services and
programs are operating. 		
• To make an appointment to meet with staff.

Your comment, our solution
Your comment: A neighbour in my building has a dog that barks constantly and leaves
messes everywhere. What can I do?
Our solution: It sounds like your neighbour needs to know more about animal bylaws.
While dogs are welcome on TCHC property, owners must follow regulations set by the City
of Toronto:
The dog must be licensed. A licence
helps locate pets if they go missing. It
must be renewed yearly and the dog
must always be wearing the licence tag.

Noise must be kept to a minimum.
If your dog is constantly barking and
disturbing people, you could be
charged under Toronto’s noise bylaw.

Stoop and scoop. You must pick up after
your dog on private and public property,
or you could be charged under Toronto’s
littering bylaw.

Leash and control the dog in public.
Owners can only let their dog off-leash
in dedicated, leash-free areas.

.

If your neighbour’s dog barks all the time or they never pick up after them, or you have other
complaints, email animalservices@toronto.ca or contact 416-338-7297. Complaints about
neighbours’ pets must be logged with this service before Toronto Community Housing staff
can follow up with your neighbours about your concerns.
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Summer
cooling
tips

The City of Toronto’s plan for heat relief this year has been
modified due to COVID-19. While a number of Emergency
Cooling Centres will open across Toronto during Heat
Warnings, there will be fewer locations open than in past
years. Visit toronto.ca/cooling for a list of centres near you.

If you’re at higher risk for COVID-19 (e.g., if you are more than 70 years old), it’s important
to take the following precautions when travelling to an Emergency Cooling Centre:
Wear a non-medical mask to cover your
face at all times.

Practise hand hygiene and
respiratory etiquette.

Avoid use of public transportation, taxis
or ride-shares if possible.

Practise physical distancing

If you’re unable to access a cooling centre:
Drink lots of cool water even before you
feel thirsty.

Take cool showers or baths or use cool wet
towels to cool down.

Wear loose, light-coloured, breathable
clothing and when outdoors wear a
wide-brimmed hat.

Consult with your doctor or pharmacist on
medications that increase your risk
to heat.

Avoid the sun and stay in the shade or
use an umbrella.

Call, text or video chat at-risk family, friends
or neighbours (especially older adults
living alone) to make sure they are drinking
plenty of fluids and keeping cool.

Reschedule or plan outdoor exercise (e.g.,
run, walk, bike) during the cooler parts of
the day.

How to get in touch
You can call these numbers 24-hours a day, seven days a
week, or reach us via email at help@torontohousing.ca
• Client Care Centre 416-981-5500
• Community Safety Unit 416-921-2323
• Crime Stoppers 416-222-8477
10
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Tenant LOOP is available in many languages.

¡Hola!

Call 416-981-5500 to request a translated copy.

@TOHousing

TorontoCommunityHousing

你好

@torontohousing

To request this newsletter in an accessible format, please contact the
Client Care Centre at help@torontohousing.ca or 416-981-5500.

Thank you!
This issue was made
possible by the
incredibly inspiring
community members
featured in our stories.

Tenant LOOP
Thanks also to everyone
else who has helped us
put a spotlight on our
communities and city.

We welcome editorial tips and
comments. Contact us at
TenantLOOP@torontohousing.ca
© 2020 Toronto Community Housing
Corporation
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Prefer to get Tenant LOOP in your email inbox?
Sign up today at torontohousing.ca/tenantLOOP or by
sending an email to TenantLOOP@torontohousing.ca
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